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Flirting with poor Quality
HDPE Pipe.
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RHO-TECH Project a Success

by Andrew Oliver

RHO-TECH has for many years now
highlighted inherent risk associated with
clients purchasing sub–standard pipe.
We are finding that many customers lack
the required product knowledge and
market understanding to effectively
identify any short comings in the possibly
flawed pipe.
Due the ever changing economic climate
we are finding that the clients aren’t
aware that virgin raw material has
increased in cost by over 20% for 2016
alone. In some cases Rho-Tech has
identified that various customers are still
buying pipe at pre-increase price levels
suggesting that external recycled
materials are possibly being used, this
automatically makes the pipe non-SABS
compliant nor SAPPMA approved. While
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thinking they are getting a bargain
effectively enabling short term gain for a
long-term problem.
Out-sourced recycled material is often
contaminated with other plastics and
fillers. This can create brittleness and can
affect the pipes ability to handle pressure
and in the case of the picture above, the
pipe splits longitudinally at low pressure
or way before the designed life of the
HDPE pipe product.

Rho-Tech demonstrates market leading results in
Central Africa.
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RHO-TECH Restructures
Company
As of 1 May 2016 RHO-TECH will implement its
company restructure.
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McElroy TracStar 1200
This month we feature the all impressive
TracStar1200

RHO-STRUCT
The All New RHO-STRUCT HDPE structured wall pipe is ideal
for storm water and sewerage applications and is butt weldable
for leak free homogenous pipe lines. Available in sizes 400 to
1200mm ID
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RHO-TECH Central African Project
a Success
by Andrew Oliver

On-site Fabrication
Our team fabricating a 630mm manifold onsite using
our McElroy T900

Rho-Tech is proud to announce that the
HDPE pipe supply and welding project in
Central Africa is ahead of schedule and is
expected to be signed off early May ‘16.

Rho-Tech deployed 5 Welding teams
and 7 McElroy machines of various sizes
which were used to weld the various
pipelines across the project area.

The project required high levels of coordination between logistics and the end
client. Although some challenges were
experienced, Rho-Tech has overcome
these to demonstrate that our market
leading approach and welding
technology truly can deliver top results
anywhere on the African continent.

Rho-Tech has already begun the ramp
down process and is looking forward to
signing off this prestigious project.

We also believe that with our attention
to detail and focus on both pipe and
welding quality has enabled the
customer to achieve complete peace of
mind and that the end goal of the
project will be sustainable for the long
term.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information please contact us.
MARKETING TEAM:

Andrew Oliver - +27 31 914 0966
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RHO-TECH Changes Company
Structure to a Divisional Structure
by Andrew Oliver

As announced to most of our active clients
already, RHO-TECH is currently undergoing
various organisational changes to improve
service delivery and enabled better
competitiveness within the African Market.
Our CEO Stan Whiting earlier this year
announced that in order to do this the
company would be split into 5 divisions of
which RHO-TECH Holdings will become the
managing company.

Our team is very excited about the
change which will take full effect on the
1st May 2016. We are eager to assist you,
our valued clients in any way to make the
transition as smooth as possible and
demonstrate that this momentus change
will deliver better results and further
cementing our reputation as market
leaders in the long term.

RHO-TECH will be split into the following
subcidery companies:
1. RHOTECH Holdings
2. RHOTECH Contracts
3. RHOTECH Manufacturing
4. RHOTECH Fibreglass
5. RHOTECH Training & Testing
Centre
For most of our customers the change will
effect them only in terms of the company
name and its related trading details.,
.
RHORHO-TECH Pipe Plant

RHORHO-TECH’s Quality Advantage

We are proud to announce that our pipe plant
is fully accredited with the SABS and SAPPMA
associations

The RHO-TECH team have made it our priority
to deliver the very best quality products and
services possible

RHORHO-TECH Fusion Welding

We have gone to great lengths to ensure the
correct procedures and documentation are in
place, demonstrating our commitment to
quality. Further to this, our commitment to
using market leading machinery such as
McElroy fusion machines with data loggers,
enables us to perform top quality fusion welds
and supply recorded results.

HDPE fusion welding follows the ISO 213072011 and ISO 12176-1 standards. We can also
perform tensile and side bend testing to prove
weld quality. RHO-TECH ensures all welding
staff are continually trained and assessed.

FAST FACTS

Divisional
Structure
RHO-TECH is restructuring its business into 5
divisions with RHOTECH HOLDINGS
becoming the Controlling /Management
Company.

TracStar1200
Features
Abcabcabc








McElroy TracStar 1200
The The McElroy TracStar® 1200 brings larger pipe capability to its line of self-propelled,
track-mounted fusion machines. The TracStar 1200 butt fuses pipe from 16" OD to 48" OD
(450mm to 1200mm) and can traverse most any terrain.
The self-contained machine features an on-board generator for powering the heater and
facer, which is now positioned between the fixed jaws for easier pipe transfer. The carriage
can be easily removed for in-ditch use. The engine is designed with advanced emission
control technology that meets the EPA's latest Tier 4 standards, eliminating the need for
diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). An Automatic TracStar 1200 is available upon request





Patented Centerline Guidance System for
equal distribution of force around the joint
ISO-compliant industrial Teflon-coated
heater plates
Advanced blade design for smooth face and
long life
DataLogger® compatible
Removable 3- or 4-jaw carriage for in-ditch
use
Outriggers for machine stability and
leveling
Hydraulic outriggers for machine stability
and leveling
Dual hydraulic pipe lifts aid in loading and
unloading pipe
Serrated jaws and inserts keep pipe from
slipping during fusion
Hydraulic pivoting heater and facer

RHO-STRUCT
Storm water and Sewer HDPE
Structured wall pipe for gravity
applications.
RHO-STRUCT is
capable of being butt
fusion welded. This
allows for a
homogenous leak free
pipeline to be created
and installed allowing
for sustainable longterm pipeline
performance.

The All-new RHO-STRUCT is supplied in
sizes 400mm to 1200mm ID and in 4kn
and 8kn strength allocations as per the
ISO/SANS 21138 specification
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